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                                                                Buy Unlimited Datacenter Proxies
                                Home
                            
                                                            ProxyCompass offers cutting-edge Datacenter Proxies designed to deliver unparalleled reliability and lightning-fast speeds. Experience the true power of ProxyCompass and revolutionize your online presence.



                                                        Buy ProxyFree Trial
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					Professional Support 24/7

				

				Expert technical support available all day everyday by ticket system or live chat.
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					Fast Speed

				

				Our datacenter proxy network is designed for optimal performance without compromising speed.
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					User-Friendly Management

				

				Effortlessly navigate through our intuitive dashboard for easy proxy use and control.

			

		

	



	            

            
                
	
		
			Choose and Buy Proxy

			Customize your proxy server package effortlessly with our user-friendly form. Choose the location, quantity, and term of service to view instant package prices and per-IP costs. Enjoy flexibility and convenience for your online activities.

			
				Choose Your Proxy Package


				
					
						Proxy type


					

					
						Proxy region


					

					
						IPs in the package


					

					
						Term of access


					

					
						Buy proxy package
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			The Most Popular Packages

		

		
			
	


	

	

	
			SOCKS5 / HTTP Protocols
	Unlimited Bandwidth
	Unlimited Concurrent Connections
	IP & Login/Password Authorization
	List Updates Upon Request
	API Access


	

	
		 Buy proxy package
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		 Buy proxy package
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			Get a Free Test Proxy in 3 Simple Steps

				Register on our website.
	Contact our technical support team via the ticket system, stating your test proxy request and usage purpose.
	Receive a 60-minute test proxy with 50 diverse IP addresses from multiple countries to fulfill your testing needs.


			Get a proxy for a test
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                                Benefits of Using Our Proxy Servers

                            

                        

                        
                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            Fast Speed

                                            Our datacenter proxy network is designed for optimal performance without compromising speed.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            Unlimited Bandwidth

                                            There are no hidden charges or restrictions – enjoy unlimited bandwidth and threads with each proxy.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            Diverse Locations

                                            Choose from over 15 countries, and we continuously add new locations to expand our coverage.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            Excellent Uptime

                                            Our reliable infrastructure ensures uninterrupted operations with a 99.9% uptime guarantee.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            24/7 Customer Support

                                            Take full advantage of our datacenter proxy network with round-the-clock support available.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            User-Friendly Management

                                            Effortlessly navigate through our intuitive dashboard for easy proxy use and control.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            Exclusive IPs

                                            Each proxy is exclusively reserved for your use, guaranteeing the best possible performance.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            No Limitations

                                            Stream, browse, scrape, and automate tasks without any restrictions using unlimited bandwidth and threads.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    

                                                                       
                                            Universal Compatibility

                                            Our proxies seamlessly work with all browsers, applications, and bots thanks to support for HTTP/HTTPS and SOCKS5 protocols.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                                    

                    

                            
            

            
                
	
		
			Proxy Locations
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				USA
	UK
	Germany
	China
	Australia
	Canada
	Russia
	India
	Brazil


		

	


            

            
                
                    
                        
                            Our Latest News & Blogs

                            Read our articles about using proxies and service news.

                        

                        
                            View More
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                                            Articles                                            Understanding Proxies: The Four Principal Use Cases

                                            
This text explores the role of proxies in web scraping, SEO analysis, accessing geo-restricted content, and enhancing online privacy.


                                            Read more...
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                                            Articles                                            Residential vs. Datacenter Proxy: A Comprehensive Comparison

                                            
Learn about the differences between residential and datacenter proxies, their advantages, and how they can enhance your online privacy and access.


                                            Read more...
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                                            Articles                                            What Is a Forward Proxy: All You Need to Know

                                            
This guide unravels the concept of forward proxies, their types, functionality, and uses, along with their role in web scraping and privacy.


                                            Read more...
                                        

                                    

                                

                        
                                                                            
                    

                

            

            
                                    
                        
                            
                                Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) at Proxy Compass

                            

                            
                                
                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    What is a proxy server?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    A proxy server offers users the ability to use an IP address from another country or multiple IP addresses. For private use, this enables access to content that may not be available in the user’s location. For businesses, proxies facilitate the scaling of processes involved in information gathering and data submission, essentially supporting mass content-related actions.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    What types of proxies do you offer?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    We offer data center hosted proxies, available in two variants:

	static proxies, which provide a consistent IP address for extended periods, and
	rotating proxies, that change IP addresses with each request to the rotating proxy pool or upon refreshing the target site’s page.


Regardless of the proxy type, each one supports various protocols including HTTP, HTTPS, SOCKS4, and SOCKS5. This versatility ensures that our proxies can be tailored to a wide range of activities, from maintaining a stable online presence to performing dynamic web scraping tasks.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    What's the difference between HTTP, HTTPS, and SOCKS5 proxies?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    HTTP and HTTPS proxies are designed for web traffic and are generally faster, making them suitable for activities requiring speed. However, SOCKS5 proxies offer a higher level of anonymity by supporting a broader range of network protocols, making them more versatile for tasks that require maintaining privacy, such as secure data transfers or anonymous browsing. Regardless of the proxy type, each of our proxies can operate using any of the protocols HTTP, HTTPS, SOCKS4, or SOCKS5, providing flexibility for your specific needs.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Can I use your proxies for gaming/scraping/streaming?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Yes, our proxies are suitable for a wide range of activities, including gaming, data scraping, and streaming. They can be used with any software that supports proxy usage.

Additionally, even if proxy support is not natively provided by the software developer, it can be implemented using proxyfier programs, such as Proxifier. This flexibility ensures that our proxies can be integrated into virtually any operation, providing the versatility and reliability you need for your tasks.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    What pricing plans do you have?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    All our services are available with a minimum term of 1 month, offering flexibility to meet your short-term or ongoing needs. For the most current pricing details, please visit our pricing page. Here, you’ll find a comprehensive overview of our plans, designed to accommodate a variety of use cases and budgets. Whether you’re interested in static or rotating data center hosted proxies, we have options to suit your requirements.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Do you offer a free trial?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Yes, we do offer a free trial, but it is specifically intended for those wishing to test our services before making a purchase.

To qualify for the free trial, users must be registered on our site, and the email address used for registration must be legitimate. This means the email should not be a disposable, one-time use email, and it should not appear to be artificially created or duplicated, such as [email protected]. This policy helps us ensure that our trial service is used fairly and effectively by genuine potential customers.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    How do I configure a proxy on my device?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    We have written instructions for configuring proxies with most programs, which can be found in our Knowledge Base section. This resource is designed to guide you through the setup process on various devices and with different software applications, ensuring that you can start using our proxies quickly and efficiently. Whether you are new to proxies or have specific configuration needs, our Knowledge Base is a valuable tool to help you get the most out of our services.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Can I use your proxies on multiple devices?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    The ability to use our proxies across multiple devices depends on the type of proxy package you choose.

Each static proxy package is limited to use from a single IP address.

Our rotating proxy packages do not have this restriction because rotating proxies authenticate via username and password.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    What is your refund policy and guarantees?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    We offer a money-back guarantee within the first 24 hours after purchase if our proxies do not meet your requirements. To initiate a refund, clients must submit a request through our ticketing system. Our goal is to provide a risk-free opportunity for you to evaluate the quality and suitability of our proxy services.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Can I change proxy servers?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Yes. You can cancel your current service, and the refund will go to your internal client balance. These funds can then be used to purchase another service.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    What payment methods do you accept?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    We accept all types of credit and debit cards from around the world. For users in Russia, we utilize separate processing for Russian bank cards.

Additionally, we accept payments through Alipay, WebMoney, and all types of cryptocurrencies.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Are there any restrictions on using the proxies?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    All forms of illegal use of proxy servers, including brute force attacks and spamming, are prohibited.

Accounts found engaging in such activities may be suspended pending an investigation. In extreme cases, this can lead to account termination without a refund.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    How can I get support if I have questions or issues?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Support is available through our ticketing system, accessible 24/7, including holidays and weekends.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    What are the traffic limitations?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    There are no traffic limits for both static and rotating proxy packages.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Do the IP addresses of Rotating and Static proxy packages overlap?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    No. Rotating and static proxies use separate pools of IP addresses and do not intersect.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Are the proxies suitable for working with social networks?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Yes. Both static and rotating proxies are suitable for use with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other social networks.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Do the proxies work with Google?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Only rotating proxies work for Google Search. Static proxies do not.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Do your proxies work for Steam?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Yes, our proxies work for Steam, allowing you to access the platform and its features.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Do your proxies work for footsites?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    No, our proxies do not work for footsites.

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                                                    

                            

                        

                    

                            

            
                
                    
                        
                            What Do Our Users Say About Us?
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I’ve been using ProxyCompass for several months, and their service is unparalleled. The speed and reliability of their proxies have exceeded my expectations. Their customer service is always ready to assist, making my experience smooth and enjoyable.

Daniel Turner
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Finding ProxyCompass has been a turning point for my business. Their proxies are of high quality, ensuring secure and uninterrupted access. The ease of use and excellent support make them a top choice for professionals.

Noah Wilson
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ProxyCompass has been a game-changer for my online marketing needs. Their diverse payment options made transactions smooth. Their proxies are reliable and have significantly boosted my operations.

Henry Turner
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ProxyCompass impressed me with their quick and efficient customer support. I had a minor issue with setup, and their team resolved it in no time. Their commitment to customer satisfaction is clear, and I highly recommend their services.

Mia Evans
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After a disappointing experience with another provider, I returned to ProxyCompass and tried their datacenter hosted proxies. They worked flawlessly for my needs. Grateful for their high-quality service.

Lucas Mitchell
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Absolutely thrilled with ProxyCompass’s performance! Their customer service was top-notch, guiding me through the setup process. The proxies are stable and fast. Definitely a 5-star service!

Benjamin Adams
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As a newbie, I was amazed by the support ProxyCompass provided. Their team was patient, sending me tutorials and helping me navigate their platform. Truly a 5-star experience!

 Ethan Roberts
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I had a specific need for data center proxies, and ProxyCompass delivered exactly what I was looking for. Their support was quick and provided a seamless solution.

Olivia Anderson
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ProxyCompass stands out for its reliable proxies and exceptional customer service. They offer a wide range of options catering to various needs, making them a versatile choice. I’m extremely satisfied with their services and recommend them to anyone in need of reliable proxies.

Ethan Patel
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                                                                    Introducing our Proxy Service: Trusted, Reliable, and Global

                                                            

                            
                                
                                    
Since our establishment in 2015, we have emerged as a prominent player in the proxy service industry. With a proven track record of excellence, we have gained the trust of over 15,000 clients worldwide. Our services are favored by customers in 50 countries, including Russia, Ukraine, USA, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Brazil, Italy, Spain, South Korea, Estonia, and more.




Customer Satisfaction Assured




We are dedicated to ensuring your satisfaction. In the unlikely event that you are dissatisfied, we offer a refund within 24 hours of payment release. Your peace of mind is our utmost priority.




Global Server Hosting




To provide optimal performance and flexibility, our proxy servers are hosted in data centers located around the world. This strategic approach ensures high availability and reliable connections for our clients. Additionally, we offer unlimited traffic, allowing you to utilize our services without any limitations.




Versatile Packages with Exclusive IP Addresses




Our packages are designed to meet diverse needs, each featuring multiple IP subnetworks tailored to specific requirements. We also host servers in various cities to cater to different preferences. By choosing our offerings, you gain exclusive access to highly anonymous IP addresses, enhancing your online privacy and security.




Wide Range of Supported Protocols and OS Compatibility




We support popular protocols such as HTTP, HTTPS, Socks4, and Socks5, enabling seamless integration of our proxy servers into your workflows. Our services are compatible with major operating systems, including Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10), Linux, macOS, Android, and iOS.




Convenience and Flexibility at Your Fingertips




We provide a user-friendly control panel to simplify your experience, allowing effortless management and customization of your proxy settings. Additionally, our service offers link unloading, enhancing your productivity and workflow efficiency. We provide free installation, eliminating any unnecessary hassle for you.




Regular Promotions and Excellent Customer Support




We value our clients and consistently offer regular promotions, as well as discounts for purchases or extensions. Loyalty is rewarded with cost-saving opportunities. Furthermore, our dedicated team of professionals is available 24/7 to promptly address any queries or concerns you may have.




Instant Access and Seamless Account Management




Upon payment release, you will instantly receive access to your account, with login credentials sent directly to your email. This streamlined process enables you to swiftly and efficiently start using our proxy service.




Our proxy service is a trusted and reliable choice in the market, backed by years of experience, a diverse client base, global server hosting, versatile packages, compatibility with multiple protocols and operating systems, a convenient control panel, regular promotions, and exceptional customer support. Experience the convenience, security, and efficiency provided by our service and join our satisfied customer base today.
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ProxyCompass offers cutting-edge Datacenter Proxies designed to deliver unparalleled reliability and lightning-fast speeds. Experience the true power of ProxyCompass and revolutionize your online presence.
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